EV Aggregators and Energy Storage Units Scheduling into Ancillary Services Markets: The Concept and Recommended Practice
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Abstract: In this paper, optimization of Electric Vehicle (EV) batteries and dedicated energy storage unit charging profiles were conducted for the sake of bidding into day-ahead ancillary service markets. The aim of the optimization is to provide the maximum operational profits for both the EV aggregator and dedicated energy storage unit administrator. Ancillary service algorithms were then introduced to simulate the response of the EV batteries and dedicated energy storage units. Results showed that the usage of dedicated energy storage units for bidding into the ancillary services markets is more profitable than the case of operating an EV aggregator.
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1. Introduction

Electric vehicles (EVs) have received wide attention in recent years due to the huge contribution of conventional vehicles to carbon dioxide emitted worldwide [1]. In addition, EVs are considered cost effective and environmentally-friendly. One type of EV recently available on the market is plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) [2]. However, EVs have some disadvantages like the high capital cost compared to cars with an internal combustion engine (ICE) [3] and the potential impact on the electrical grid. The latter is caused by the unregulated charging of EVs in the grid [4]. The integration of PHEV into future grid architecture will most likely occur through the so-called vehicle-to-grid (V2G) system [3–5]. With this architecture, electric vehicles can be treated as energy storage units, which can be beneficial for the grid and EV owners [6]. The charging approaches of V2G can be unidirectional where EVs are treated as controlled loads, which gives the grid operators more flexibility in postponing the charging process to off-peak periods [7,8]. Meanwhile, the charging process of EVs can be also bidirectional, which allows the EVs to charge and discharge their batteries and supply the grid with power [7,8].

In general, the participation of EVs into the electricity market is usually done through an aggregator, who acts as an intermediary between a considerable number of EVs and the electricity market [9–11]. This practice decreases the uncertainty of the available power and gives more flexibility for EV owners who participate in the electricity market to opt out during their commitment toward the market [12]. Thus, an optimization should be undertaken for the EV market. The aim of the optimization is to optimally select the charging strategies and bidding in the electricity markets. This leads to achieving the maximum profit by the aggregator. Many studies have been conducted to find the most suitable bidding strategies for an aggregator into the electricity market. In [13,14], unidirectional V2G bidding regulation and responsive reserves were investigated. This work was extended in [15] for bidirectional...
V2G. The degradation cost of batteries that results from the discharging process was taken into account. The results showed that all participants benefited from the suggested strategy. In addition, in [16], a model of a plugin electric vehicle (PEV) aggregation was developed for use in the electricity market. The proposed model considers the uncertainties of the handled data such as driver behavior, electricity prices, and the activated quantity of reserve by the system operator. In [17], the bidding strategy problem was analyzed for an electric vehicle aggregator. A stochastic model was also proposed here to consider the uncertainty of the electricity market data. In [18], the authors formulated a stochastic model for day-ahead energy resource scheduling integrated with the dynamic electricity pricing for EVs to address the challenges brought by the demand and renewable sources uncertainty. Meanwhile, in [19], the problem of the optimal scheduling problem of plug-in electric vehicle aggregators in the electricity market considering the uncertainties of market prices, availability of vehicles, and status of being called by the Independent system operator (ISO) in the reserve market was reviewed. The impact of the market price and reserve market uncertainties on the electric vehicle scheduling problem was characterized through a stochastic programming framework. Similar research was presented in [20–23], where the main aim of the authors was to develop an EV aggregator model that first handled the uncertainty of the input data and then optimized the participation process in the electricity market to maximize the profit yielded. In [24], techniques that incentivize self-interested EV aggregators to report their energy requirements truthfully to a third-party coordinator were proposed where the proposal was assumed to be able to employ a day-ahead bidding algorithm to optimize the global bids on their behalf, extending the benefits of smart bidding to groups of competing EV aggregators. In [25], a market-based participation of ESS to support large-scale RE penetration for the procurement of energy and Ancillary Services (AS) using a virtual power plant (VPP) in a deregulated environment was proposed. On the other hand, artificial intelligence was utilized in other research [26–28]. These methods used optimization algorithms to solve the problem with specific objective functions.

However, another possible option for using EV aggregation to provide ancillary services is to use a dedicated energy storage unit instead of the methodologies proposed in the above-mentioned research. This option would reduce the sources of uncertainty in the problem and also relax the optimization constraints, but it also raises other operational and planning concerns that should be studied. These two options need to be investigated both from operational and planning aspects in order to find the most profitable option. In this work, we mainly focus on the operational aspects of this interesting case study since it will the corner stone for a wider study that takes both operational and planning aspects into account. Thus, in this paper, we mainly aimed to find the optimal scheduling for an aggregation of EVs into the day-ahead ancillary services market with the objective of maximizing the operational profits. The same optimization algorithm was then used to find the optimal scheduling for dedicated energy storage in order to find the most profitable option while only taking the operational aspects into account. Both options were assumed to have the same power and energy capacities to ensure the fairness of the operational comparison between them. The operational nature of both options was taken into account while writing the objective functions and their constraints for each case. The day-ahead optimization algorithm uses forecasted hourly prices and deployment signals and by finding the day-ahead optimal charging profiles for each case, the hourly expected power draw and state of charge (SOC) for each EV battery for the EV aggregator option and for the dedicated energy storage unit can be found. The daily expected profits for each option can be found based on the optimization results as well. The optimization results for each day are then used as inputs for ancillary service algorithms that aim to simulate the response of the EVs’ batteries and dedicated energy storage unit to 5-min dispatch signals so they start to provide regulation and responsive reserve services while following the charging schedules that are provided by the day-ahead optimization. The ancillary services algorithms calculate the actual power draw for each battery (whether it is an EV battery or dedicated storage unit) after providing the regulation and responsive reserve services, and the resulting actual power draw is then used to calculate the actual state of charge (SOC) for each of the received dispatched signals.
The ancillary services algorithms then calculate the actual operational profits for each option based on the actual power draw of all EVs for the case of the EV aggregator and the actual power draw of the dedicated energy storage unit and also based on the actual prices of energy and ancillary services. The optimal charging schedules, regulation up, regulation down, and responsive reserve capacities for the EV aggregator and energy storage units were compared and analyzed for a test day to ensure that the results are logical and follow the optimization algorithm constraints for each option. The expected and actual power draws for each option were also analyzed for the same test day. The expected and actual profits for each option were then analyzed to determine which option was the most profitable while only taking the operational aspects into account. Finally, the EV charging costs for EV owners were calculated for the cases where these EV owners did not participate in the EV aggregation program and when they did participate in the EV aggregation program to be able to determine whether they would benefit financially or not from EV aggregators.

2. Problem Formulation

Any battery, “whether it is an EV battery or dedicated battery”, can perform regulation up, regulation down, and responsive reserve services by changing its scheduled charging rate, called the preferred operating point (POP). The POP of each battery is assigned by the EV aggregator administrator for the first option or by the dedicated batteries administrator for the second option; therefore the optimal POP should be scheduled for each hour. The capacities of each battery to perform regulation up \((Y_{Ui})\), regulation down \((Y_{Di})\), and responsive reserve \((Y_{Ri})\) services must also be optimally assigned. The relationship between the four operational parameters can be explained using Figure 1. From Figure 1, it is clear that the regulation up, regulation down, and responsive reserve capacities of the \(i^{th}\) battery at hour \(t\) \((Y_{Ui}, Y_{Di}, \text{and } Y_{Ri})\) are governed by the POP for that hour and by the maximum charger power rate \(MP\). The optimal assignment of these operational parameters for each battery at any hour makes the battery charging schedule and services bidding into the ancillary services markets optimal for the two options.

![Figure 1. Relationship between preferred operating point (POP) and ancillary services capacities of a certain battery.](image)

2.1. EV Aggregator’s Objective Function

The EV aggregator seeks maximum profits like any other investment. Therefore, the income and cost functions for the EV aggregator need to be formulated. For an EV aggregator, the expected income sources for any given day are the revenue from participating in the ancillary services markets (the regulation and responsive reserve markets), the revenue from selling energy to the EV owners in order
to charge their EVs, and the revenue from selling energy back to the grid when discharging the EV fleet batteries. This can be expressed mathematically as

$$In_d = \sum_t \left( \left( \frac{PU_t \cdot RU_t + PD_t \cdot RD_t + PR_t \cdot RR_t}{PR_t} \right) \right) + \beta \sum_t \sum_i (E[FP_{it}] \cdot P_t), \text{ if } E[FP_{it}] \leq 0$$

where $PD$, $PU$, and $PR$ are the forecasted price of regulation down, regulation up, and responsive reserve, respectively. Meanwhile, $RD$, $RY$, and $RR$ are the aggregator’s capacity of regulation down, regulation up, and responsive reserve. $FP$ is a conservative estimation of the final power draw, while $\beta$ is the energy tariff charged to the customer and $E[.]$ is the expected value. Finally, $P$ indicates the energy price. On the other hand, the second part of Equation (1) represents the aggregator’s revenue from selling energy to the EV owner. The third part of Equation (1) represents the revenue that resulted only when the energy was sold to the market by the aggregator.

The aggregator’s capacity of providing regulation up for an hour $t$ is calculated as:

$$RU_t = \sum_{i=1}^{NEV} YU_{it}$$

where $YU$ is the minimum additional power draw (how much the charging rate can go below POP in order to perform regulation up service) for all EV fleet cars $NEV$ at hour $t$. Similarly, $RD$ and $RR$ are defined as functions of $YD$ and $YR$, respectively.

Since the EV aggregator optimizes the EV parameters in advance, the actual power draw of the EVs is not known. Thus, the expected power draw of each car is used instead. The expected power draw of any EV at hour $t E[FP_{it}]$ is a function of the decision variables $POP$, $YD$, $YU$, and $YR$ of that EV at hour $t$. It is also a function of the expected regulation up, regulation down, and responsive reserve capacities that will be dispatched at that hour, as shown in Equation (3). The calculation of $ExU$, $ExD$, and $ExR$ is discussed in [13].

$$E[FP_{it}] = YD_{it} \cdot ExD_t + POP_{it} - YU_{it} \cdot ExU_t - YR_{it} \cdot ExR_t$$

The cost sources of the EV aggregator mainly come from buying the energy that is needed to charge the EV fleet from the energy market. The EV battery degradation cost that is needed to be paid to the EV owners is also considered as a source of cost here. The daily expected cost equation of the EV aggregator is given as follows:

$$C_d = \left[ \sum_i \sum_t E[FP_{it}] \cdot P_t, \text{ if } E[FP_{it}] > 0 \right] + \left[ \sum_i \sum_t DC_i \cdot \frac{E[FP_{it}]}{E[FP_{it}]}, \text{ if } E[FP_{it}] < 0 \right] + \beta \sum_i \sum_t E[FP_{it}], \text{ if } E[FP_{it}] < 0$$

The first part of the cost equation is the EV fleet charging cost that is paid by the aggregator to the energy market, which is the multiplication of the positive expected power draw of the $ith$ EV $E[FP_{it}]$ at hour $t$ (which indicates a charging process) by the forecasted energy price per kWh at hour $t P_t$. The second part of the cost equation represents the EV battery degradation cost that is needed to be paid to the EV owners whenever their EV battery is discharged back to the grid by the EV aggregator when dispatching regulation and/or responsive reserve services. The degradation cost is calculated by multiplying a more conservative estimate of the negative expected power draw of the $ith$ EV (which, indicates a discharging process) at hour $t E[NFP_{it}]$ by the battery discharging cost per kWh ($DC_i$).
E[NFP\textsubscript{it}] is considered as a more conservative estimation of the power draw because it only depends on the regulation up and responsive reserve services, as seen in Equation (5).

\[ E[NFP\textsubscript{it}] = (POP\textsubscript{it} - YU\textsubscript{it} \cdot ExU\textsubscript{t} - YR\textsubscript{it} \cdot ExR\textsubscript{t}) \]  

(5)

The division by the efficiency is done to obtain the battery efficiency losses when discharging is taken into account. The battery discharging cost equation \( DC_i \) for any EV is given as follows:

\[ DC_i = 0.042 \left( \frac{BatC}{312} \right) + \frac{1 - E\text{f}_i^2}{E\text{f}_i} \beta \]  

(6)

The first part represents the battery chemistry degradation cost, and the second part is included to prevent round trip efficiency abuse by the aggregator [12]. The third part of the cost equation is the cost of buying energy from EV owners when discharging their EVs to sell the energy to the market when dispatching regulation and/or responsive reserve services. This cost is calculated by multiplying the negative power draw of the \( i \)-th EV \( E[FP\textsubscript{it}] \) at hour \( t \) by the fixed charging tariff \( \beta \).

The lithium-ion battery discharge cost is 0.042 $/kWh when the battery replacement cost is 312 $/kWh, so for a certain battery replacement cost BatC, the battery chemistry degradation cost BatC is normalized by 312 and then multiplied by 0.042 [13]. The second term in Equation (6) is included to prevent round trip efficiency abuse by the aggregator. This abuse happens from the fact that first, the aggregator makes money from selling energy to the EVs. The second fact is that the battery is not 100% efficient. If the battery efficiency is assumed to be 90% and the aggregator is going to charge a certain EV with, say, 4 kWh, the meter will read 4 kWh, but the EV battery will only get 3.6 kWh. The owner is obliged to pay for the original 4 kWh so he loses 0.4 kWh. In the case of discharging, if the aggregator needs to discharge the EV in order to get 4 kWh, the EV battery needs to be discharged by an amount of 4.44 kWh so that the meter can read 4 kWh. The aggregator will pay for the meter reading, which means that the EV owner loses another 0.44 kWh, so the total loss is 0.84 kWh. Therefore, the aggregator can simply keep charging and discharging the EVs, which will allow an increment of its profits. The second term in Equation (6) has been added to remove the aggregator incentive of the continuous charging and discharging of the EVs.

It can be noted that parts of both the daily income and cost equations (Equations (1) and (4)) are conditioned by the EV battery charging and discharging status. In order to take these conditions into account, the daily income and cost equations can be rewritten as [13]:

\[ In_d = \sum_t \left( \left( PU_t \cdot RU_t + PD_t \cdot RD_t + PR_t \cdot RR_t \right) \cdot EVPer_t \right) \]  

\[ C_d = \sum_i \sum_t E[FP\textsubscript{it}] \cdot EVPer\textsubscript{t} \cdot P_t + \sum_i \sum_t (Deg\textsubscript{it}) \]  

(7)\hspace{1cm}(8)

Note that the availability coefficient \( Av \) is assigned for each EV at hour \( t \) in order to ensure that the EV is performing V2G services only when it is available. The possibility of the unexpected departure of EVs for each hour is taken into account by calculating the percentage of the remaining EVs to perform V2G for each hour (\( EVPer\textsubscript{t} \)). \( EVPer\textsubscript{t} \) is a function of the accumulated probability of the unexpected departure of all EVs at hour \( t \), \( A_{Dep} \textsubscript{it} \), which, in turn, is a function of the time of scheduled trips for each EV during the day (Equations (9) and (10)). In Equation (10), \( A_{Dep} \) is reset at
the scheduled morning trip time $MT_{\text{trip}}$ and scheduled evening trip time $ET_{\text{trip}}$ because it is assumed that the availability of each EV at these two time slots is known with certainty.

$$EVP_{\text{er}}_t = 1 - \frac{1}{NEV} \sum_{i=1}^{NEV} A_{\text{Dep}_{it}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$A_{\text{Dep}_{it}} = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{h=1}^{t} \text{Dep}_{ih}, & \text{if } t < MT_{\text{trip}}_i \\
\sum_{h=M_{\text{trip}}_i}^{t} \text{Dep}_{ih}, & \text{if } MT_{\text{trip}}_i \leq t < ET_{\text{trip}}_i \\
\sum_{h=ET_{\text{trip}}_i}^{t} \text{Dep}_{ih}, & \text{if } t \geq ET_{\text{trip}}_i
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The battery degradation cost is introduced as an epigraph decision variable $Deg$ in the new daily cost equation (Equation (8)) and constraints will be included into the optimization problem for the calculation of the optimal $Deg$ for any EV at any hour [15].

### 2.2. Optimization of EV Aggregator’s Operation

The complete profit maximization formulation for the EV aggregator operation case is given below:

$$\text{maximize } In_d - C_d$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

and is subject to 14 constrains (Equations (12)–(15) and (18)–(27).

$$Deg_i \geq 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Constraint (12) implies that the degradation cost of any EV should be positive. However, careful look at Constraint (13) illustrates that this can only happen if the power draw is negative, which means that the EV is discharging as follows:

$$Deg_i \geq \left[ -DC_i \cdot E[NFP_{d_i}] \cdot \text{Comp}_{d_i} / E_{f_i} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Constraints (14) and (15) are used to ensure that the battery SOC of any EV will be within the acceptable limits based on the battery energy capacity and the customer-defined minimum SOC set for driving purposes. The SOC of each EV is calculated cumulatively hour after hour by using the EV expected power draws at that hour multiplied by the corresponding compensation factor of the EV at that hour. The resulting number is added to the amount of energy that is lost in charging and discharging the EV battery due to the battery efficiency $\rho$. Battery efficiency $\rho$ is calculated by using Equation (16). The SOC of any EV at hour $t$ is the sum of all the energy that is stored in the EV battery from hour 1 until hour $t$. This amount is added to the initial SOC of the EV battery at hour 1 and subtracted from the energy that is required for the EV scheduled trips, as illustrated in Equation (17).

$$0.1MC_i \leq \left\{ \sum_{t=1}^{\text{time}-1} \left[ \frac{Av_i \cdot E[FP_{it}]}{\text{Comp}_{d_i} + \rho_{d_i}} \right] \cdot E_{f_i} \right\} + \text{SOC}_{i1} - \text{Trip}_{it} \leq MC_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

$$0.99MC_i \leq \left\{ \sum_{t=1}^{\text{time}} \left[ \frac{Av_i \cdot E[FP_{it}]}{\text{Comp}_{d_i} + \rho_{d_i}} \right] \cdot E_{f_i} \right\} + \text{SOC}_{i1} - \text{Trip}_{it} \leq MC_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where

$$\rho_{d_i} = \left( \frac{Deg_i}{DC_i} \right) \frac{1 - E_{f_i}^2}{E_{f_i}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)
\[ Trip_{it} = \begin{cases} 0, & \text{if } t < MTrip_{i} \\ T_{1i}, & \text{if } MTrip_{i} \leq t < ETrip_{i} \\ T_{1i} + T_{2i}, & \text{if } t \geq ETrip_{i} \end{cases} \] (17)

Constraints (16)–(22) are related to the relationship between the battery power limit, \( MP \), and the decision variables \( POP, YD, YU, \) and \( YR \)

\[ (YD_{it} + POP_{it}) \cdot Comp_{it} \leq MP_{i} \cdot Av_{it} \] (18)

\[ YU_{it} \leq POP_{it} + MP_{i} \cdot Av_{it} \] (19)

\[ YR_{it} \leq POP_{it} + MP_{i} \cdot Av_{it} - YU_{it} \] (20)

\[ YD_{it}, YU_{it}, YR_{it} \geq 0 \] (21)

\[ POP_{it} \geq -MP_{i} \cdot Av_{it} \] (22)

Constraint (23) is used to make sure that the EV does not violate the charger power limit when performing V2G services.

\[ Av_{it} \cdot |SOC_{it} - SOC_{i,t-1}| \leq \frac{MP_{i}}{E_f} \] (23)

Constraints (24) and (25) are related to the relationship between the energy limit of each EV and the battery decision variables. Setting this relationship is important because it will limit the aggregator’s ability to bid ancillary service capacities that cannot be supported from its battery’s energy

\[ [(YD_{it} + POP_{it}) \cdot Comp_{it} \cdot E_f + SOCl_{it}] \leq MC_{i} \] (24)

\[ \left(\frac{(POP_{it} - YU_{it} - YR_{it} + \rho_{it})}{Comp_{it} \cdot E_f + SOCl_{it}}\right) \geq 0 \] (25)

Constraints (26) and (27) are used to ensure that there is sufficient energy for any scheduled trip for an EV.

\[ \left(\frac{(POP_{it} - YU_{it} - YR_{it} + \rho_{it})}{Comp_{it} \cdot E_f + SOCl_{it}}\right) \geq T_{1i} \text{ if } t = MTrip_{i} \] (26)

\[ \left(\frac{(POP_{it} - YU_{it} - YR_{it} + \rho_{it})}{Comp_{it} \cdot E_f + SOCl_{it}}\right) \geq T_{2i} \text{ if } t = ETrip_{i} \] (27)

Finally the compensation factor, \( Comp \) (28) for each EV at each hour is needed to leave a safety margin in the EVs that will allow them to over dispatch in case of the unexpected departure of some of the EVs in the fleet at a given hour. In order to achieve that, the EV aggregator needs to under schedule the capacity during optimization so that there is room for over dispatching when needed in real time. This process is needed to compensate for the lost capacity due to the unexpected departure of some EVs in the fleet.

\[ Comp_{it} = 1 + \frac{Dep_{it}}{1 - Dep_{it}} \] (28)

2.3. Optimization of Dedicated Energy Storage Unit’s Operation

The relationships of income and cost for the case of using dedicated energy storage units are simplified versions from those of the EV aggregator case. Equations (7) and (8) can be used, but the part of making income from charging the battery needs to be omitted, which implies that the only source of income will be from bidding into regulation and responsive reserve markets. Additionally, due to the fact that the dedicated storage units are always available, there is no need to include a factor that represents the remaining storage units to be used at each hour (i.e., \( Comp_{i} = 1 \) and \( EVPer_{i} = 1 \) for all \( t \)). Thus, the second part of Equation (6) needs to be omitted for the case of using energy storage units
due to the fact that there is no profit making from charging the energy storage units. Thus, the expected daily income and cost equations become,

\[ I_{d} = \sum_{t} \left( P_{U_{t}} \cdot R_{U_{t}} + P_{D_{t}} \cdot R_{D_{t}} + P_{R_{t}} \cdot R_{R_{t}} \right) \]  

(29)

\[ C_{d} = \sum_{i} \sum_{t} \left( E[FP_{it}] \cdot P_{t} \right) + \sum_{i} \sum_{t} (Deg_{it}) \]  

(30)

2.4. Optimization of the Energy Storage Units’ Operation

The complete profit maximization formulation for the energy storage units’ operation case is

\[ \text{maximize} \ I_{d} - C_{d} \]  

(31)

Subject to the aforementioned constraints.

The differences in the constraints of the energy storage case compared to the EV aggregator case are very limited. One difference is that there is no need to include the energy of the planned trips in the SOC. The SOC of the storage unit does not have to be almost fully charged at the end of the scheduling hour of the operational day. In this work, the energy storage unit was chosen to be at least half-charged at the end of the operational day. The formulations can be used for single or multiple energy storage units.

3. Ancillary Services Algorithms

As above-mentioned, the optimization problems for the cases that the EV aggregator and energy storage units can solve are to find the optimal charging point \( POP \), regulation up capacity \( YU \), regulation down capacity \( YD \), and responsive reserve capacity \( YR \) of each storage unit. The EV is a storage unit for each hour during an operational day. This optimization is carried out one day ahead. Therefore, forecasted data of ancillary services, power prices, and ancillary deployment signals are used as inputs for the optimization problem.

The resulted capacities of regulation and responsive reserve services for each hour of the coming day will be a bid to the market. If the bids are accepted, the EV aggregator/energy storage unit administrator must respond to the dispatch signals that are received from the market. The ancillary services for each battery are performed by changing its charging rate around \( POP \) \[29\]. The \( POP \) of any battery (EV battery or the dedicated battery) can be positive or negative and the battery can provide regulation up and responsive reserve services by reducing its charging or increasing its discharging. It can provide regulation down service by increasing its charging or reducing its discharging.

The dispatching signal is assumed to be received once every 5 min. Three algorithms are introduced in this section that must work in a sequential manner. These algorithms are designed to respond to any number of market signals per hour (the number of market signals per hour is \( res \) in the algorithms). The first two algorithms are used to update the actual final power draw of each battery after performing regulation and responsive reserve services and the final algorithm uses the resulting final power draw to update the actual state of charge of the battery after performing the services as a response for a certain market signal during the hour. In this case, the battery should perform the services 12 times in each hour \((res = 12)\). The three algorithms simulate the real time calculation of the battery power draw and SOC according to the actual data, actual prices, and actual dispatch signals, and the battery parameters that are obtained from the optimization, and depend on the forecasted data.

The first algorithm is the regulation services algorithm, which calculates the power draw of the battery after performing the regulation service. The algorithm is shown in Figure 2. It is clear from the algorithm that it uses the initial state of charge \( SOC \) and the initial remaining energy capacity \( CR \) of the battery. These initial values will also be used in the responsive reserve algorithm and will be updated
after calculating the final power draw of the battery per res. The scheduled capacities of each battery that were calculated by the optimization are divided by the number of dispatch signals per hour res due to the fact that they are power quantities that have been optimized per hour. Therefore, if the POP of a certain battery at a certain hour is 3 kW, this battery can be charged with only 3 kW/res at each dispatch period.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 2.** Power draw calculation of a battery after performing the regulation service.

The received signal is checked in order to define the type of regulation service needed (negative signal for regulation up and positive signal for regulation down). The assumed power draw of the battery from performing regulation service is checked to make sure that it does not cause overcharging \((SOC_i > M_{ci})\) or undercharging \((SOC_i < 0)\) for the battery. If overcharging or undercharging is to occur, the power draw \(PD_i\) is not approved and needs to be adjusted. For the case of overcharging, the power draw must be limited to the remaining energy capacity of the battery \(CR\). In the case of undercharging, the power draw \(PD_i\) must be limited to the state of charge of the battery. The efficiency must be taken into account in both the charging and discharging cases. The algorithm takes the case of no regulation signal into account so that the power draw for that time span is simply the \(POP/res\).

If the battery performs a responsive reserve service, the resulting power draw \(PD_i(f)\) from the regulation service is now subjected to another algorithm that calculates the power draw. The algorithm is shown in Figure 3 and is very similar to the previous algorithm. The algorithm shows that in the case of no dispatch signal of a responsive reserve service, the final power draw \(FP_i\) of the battery at a certain time span is the resulting power draw from performing the regulation service. The third algorithm comes after the power draw calculation, after performing the ancillary services. It is used to update the state of charge according the resulting power draw. The algorithm is shown in Figure 4. The final power draw is checked so it does not cause overcharging or undercharging for the battery. If there is no occurrence of undercharging and overcharging, the final power draw is then checked to see whether it is positive (charging) or negative (discharging), so that the SOC update will take the effect of the efficiency into account. If the final power draw is causing overcharging or undercharging, the final SOC of the battery will either be the maximum (overcharging case) or equal to zero (undercharging case).
This case study was performed to assess the two suggested alternatives from the operational point of view. The optimizations and simulations were done for a group of 10,000 EVs for the EV aggregator option and one large battery for the dedicated storage unit option. The energy and power capacities of this large battery were determined by summing the energy and power capacities of the whole EV fleet, which means that this study case compared the two options when the battery capacities were equal. The case study was assumed to occur in Houston, Texas, which indicates that it must follow the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) market politics. The simulations were done from a period of three months from 21 July 2010 to 19 October 2010 and the energy prices, regulation and responsive reserve services, and the corresponding ancillary services deployment signals were taken from the ERCOT market archives [30]. The optimization problems were solved using the CVX toolbox, which was installed in the MATLAB environment [31]. All simulations were done using MATLAB.

The time horizon of each optimization in this study was 24 h, starting at 6:00 a.m. each day. During this time horizon, the EV aggregator made profits by participating in the ancillary services markets while charging its fleet, however, the profits were only made from participating in the ancillary service markets for the case of the dedicated energy storage unit. The optimizations and simulations were done on a daily basis. This indicates that for a certain day, the optimization will be done for the whole day and the results of the optimization will be used as inputs to the ancillary services algorithms to simulate the behavior of each EV in real time. The final actual SOC for each EV that resulted from...
the simulation for a certain day was used as the initial SOC for each EV in the optimization for the next day.

The optimization for each day used the hourly expected deployment of ancillary services and the forecasted prices of energy and ancillary services, while the simulation for that day used a five-minute resolution regulation and responsive reserve signals and the actual prices of energy and ancillary services. The expected hourly deployment signal was calculated as instructed in [15], and the forecasting of the prices was done using the ARIMA forecasting method. It should emphasize that the EVs can also follow ancillary service signals of a higher resolution [32]. For the case of the EV aggregator, it was assumed that the EV fleet consisted of three types of EVs: the Nissan Leaf (2011 Model) with 50%; Mitsubishi i-MiEV with 20%; and the Tesla Model S with 30%. The technical specifications of these three kinds of EVs can be found in [33–35]. It was also assumed that the charging and discharging efficiencies of all EVs were equal to 90% and that the charging rates were 240 V and 30 A.

The optimization and corresponding simulation for each day were done for a representative fleet that consisted of 100 EV profiles. The charging behavior of this minimized fleet was based on the original 10,000 fleet. The process of scaling down the size of the fleet was done by creating a histogram that represents the needed energy range for the morning or evening trip (which were almost equal) for all EVs from that histogram, and an identical histogram with the EV frequency numbers scaled down by a certain percentage was created (meaning that if the needed energy for the morning trip for 1000 EVs is between 1 and 2 kWh, in the case of a 10,000 EV fleet, 10 EVs will only be selected from this pool to represent the EVs with a needed trip energy between 1 and 2 kWh for a fleet of 100 EVs). The parameters of the selected EVs for creating the scaled down EV fleet also needs to be scaled properly so that it behaves like a 10,000 EV fleet. Such parameters are the power and energy capacity of each EV, and the probability of unexpected departure of each EV at any hour is used to calculate the compensation factor per EV and the percentage of remaining EVs to perform V2G service at each hour. EV driving profiles were created using the 2009 National Highway Travel Survey for urban Texas households [36]. Each driving profile had a morning trip that was between 7:00 and 9:00 a.m. and an evening trip time between 4:00 and 6:00 p.m. The driving profiles also contained the driving distances. The probability of the unexpected departure of any EV at any hour was assigned in a way that guaranteed that the summation of the probabilities during the whole day was equal for all EVs and in the same time. The probability of the unexpected departure for each EV at the hours of the planned trips and the last three hours of the day was zero. The corresponding availability matrix will always be one, except in the hours of planned trips for each EV.

For the case of using dedicated energy storage units, it was assumed that the administrator used a single battery with a power capacity that equaled the summation of the power capacities of all EVs in the EV fleet, with an energy capacity that equaled the summation of energy capacities of all EVs in the fleet, and with an initial SOC equal to the summation of the initial SOC of all EVs. The storage unit was always available. The used fixed tariff $\beta$ was 0.05 $/kWh for the case of the EV aggregator and the battery replacement cost $BatC$ was assumed to equal 200 $/kWh in both cases. The study considered that the aggregator and the energy storage administrator used existing infrastructure in its operation.

5. Results and Discussion

The operational comparison between the two options of EV aggregators and dedicated energy will be done by comparing the charging profiles and the power draw for both cases on a certain day. The charging profiles and power draw for a selected day were compared, then the quarterly profits for each case were also compared.

5.1. Charging Profiles

The charging profiles and EV power draw were compared for 2 August 2010, which was a randomly selected day. First, we checked the prices of the energy and ancillary services for the same
day to help understand the charging profiles. The forecasted prices of the energy and ancillary services are shown in Figures 5 and 6 for 2 August 2010.

![Figure 5. Hourly energy price.](image1)

![Figure 6. Hourly ancillary services prices.](image2)

The corresponding charging profiles for all of the EVs and for the dedicated energy storage unit on 2 August 2010 are shown in Figures 7–10.

![Figure 7. POP for the Electric Vehicle (EV) aggregator and dedicated storage unit.](image3)

It can be seen from these figures that there are two important factors that affect the operational results of both cases. The first factor is the final SOC constraint, which affects the charging behavior of the case of the EV aggregator where the final SOC is almost the maximum. This was not the case for the dedicated energy storage unit. The final SOC constraint was less binding in this case (the final SOC is only supposed to be more than 50%), which gives more freedom in bidding in the ancillary services markets than the case of the EV aggregator where the charging process must be taken into account.

The second factor is the degradation cost. The assumed discharging cost for the case of the EV aggregator was higher than the discharging cost for the case of the dedicated energy storage as explained above. This allows the energy storage unit administrator to bid more in the regulation up and responsive reserve markets and to discharge the battery more when the energy price is high.
The POP of both the EV aggregator and energy storage unit is shown in Figure 7, which shows that there is a close charging pattern for both cases, especially in the middle hours where both the EV aggregator and energy storage unit benefit from the high energy price by discharging their batteries, especially in the case of energy storage unit where the discharging cost was lower than the case of the EV aggregator. This encourages the energy storage unit administrator to charge its battery before the middle hours (at hours 13:00 and 14:00), so it can discharge more in the middle hours. The EV aggregator also charges its fleet at hours 13:00 and 14:00, and discharges its fleet in the middle hours, but at lower rates if compared to the energy storage unit case. The EV aggregator is obliged to charge more than the energy storage unit after the middle hours, especially in the last hour in order to fulfill the final SOC constraint while the energy storage unit is not in a hurry to do the same because of the low final SOC value needed.

![Figure 8. Regulation down capacity of the EV aggregator and dedicated storage unit.](image)

![Figure 9. Regulation up capacity of the EV aggregator and dedicated storage unit.](image)

![Figure 10. Responsive reserve capacity of the EV aggregator and dedicated storage unit.](image)

For the ancillary services bidding of both cases, it is clear from Figure 8 that the EV aggregator bids on more regulation down capacity after the middle hours where it is after charging its fleet, except in
the last hour where the POP is very high, which leaves no room for bidding on regulation down capacity. The regulation down capacity bidding for the case of the energy storage unit is higher in the early hours while both the EV aggregator and energy storage unit bid high regulation down capacity at the middle hours. This is because of the high discharging rates in the middle hours, which leaves no room from providing regulation up and responsive reserve services, as shown in Figures 9 and 10. Looking at the ancillary service prices in Figure 6 can help understand the ancillary services bidding that focuses more on regulation up service for both cases, as shown in the previous figures.

The regulation up prices are higher than the other two ancillary services prices, which explains the high bidding rates shown in Figure 6. In the middle hours, the low regulation up bidding is only an exception because both the EV aggregator and energy storage unit administrator are after profit from discharging their batteries. Another exception is the final hour for the EV aggregator, which cares about fully charging its EVs. The responsive reserve capacity bidding is found only at the beginning and final hours of the day, especially for the case of the EV aggregator where the low possibility of dispatching responsive reserves encourages it to bid while charging its fleet, especially in the final hour. The expected and actual power draw for the EV aggregator and energy storage unit are shown in Figures 11 and 12. Both figures reflect the explanation of the charging profiles for the cases of the EV aggregator and energy storage unit.

![Figure 11. Expected and actual power draw of all EVs.](image1)

![Figure 12. Expected and actual power draw of the energy storage unit at 2 August 2010.](image2)

5.2. Quarterly Results

The market-based evaluation of any project in the first place is about its profits. This section compares the expected and actual quarterly operational profits for the cases of the EV aggregator and energy storage unit. The actual degradation cost for both cases were also compared. For the case of the EV aggregator, the EV charging cost paid by the EV owner is assumed to be lower than the original charging tariff. The low EV charging cost will create an incentive for the EV owners to participate in the EV aggregation program. The EV charging costs for the case of participating in the EV aggregation program were calculated and compared to the original case where the EV owners do not participate in
the EV aggregation program. For the case of operating the EV aggregator, the expected and actual profits are shown in Figure 13, while the expected and actual profits for the case of operating the energy storage unit are shown in Figure 14. It can be seen from the figures that the expected profits were higher than the actual profits in both cases. Such a difference is logical because the expected profit calculation is based on the forecasted data, while the calculation of the actual profits depends on the actual data. The expected profits of the EV aggregator case was higher by a percentage of 17.1% than the actual profits, while it was higher by 19.33% for the case of the dedicated energy storage unit. The figures also show that operating a dedicated energy storage unit is more profitable than operating an EV aggregator. The profits from the energy storage unit case were $2.7094 million dollars, while the profits from operating the EV aggregator were $2.5232 million dollars, which indicates that the profits from the first case were higher by a percentage of 6.87%.

![Figure 13](image_url1)

**Figure 13.** Expected and actual profits for the case of operating the EV aggregator.

![Figure 14](image_url2)

**Figure 14.** Expected and actual profits for the case of operating the energy storage unit.

The comparison between the actual degradation costs for both cases is shown in Figure 12.

The interesting observation from Figure 15 is that although the energy storage unit option makes the highest profit and has a lower discharging cost, the actual degradation cost of this option is higher than the actual degradation cost of the EV aggregator option. The actual degradation cost of the EV aggregator option is $636,180, while it was $697,930 for the second option (higher by a percentage of 8.85%). This can be explained by the fact that the energy storage unit option did more discharging than the EV aggregator option.

For the case of the EV aggregator, the EV charging costs that should be paid by the EV owners were calculated when EV owners participated in the EV aggregation program and were compared to the original case where there was no EV aggregation program. The EV charging costs for the case of no EV aggregation were calculated by finding the cost of buying the needed energy for daily scheduled trips based on the U.S electricity tariff (0.12 $/kWh). The comparison results are shown in Figure 16.

The results show that the EV charging costs that should be paid by the EV owner when no EV aggregation program is taken into account were higher than the EV charging costs when EV owners participated in the EV aggregation program by 26%. These results prove that EV owners are benefiting
financially from their participation in the EV aggregation program, especially since they will also be paid for discharging their EV batteries while providing V2G services.

![Figure 15](image1.png)

**Figure 15.** Actual degradation cost for the cases of the EV aggregator and energy storage unit.

![Figure 16](image2.png)

**Figure 16.** EV charging cost for the cases of EV aggregation vs. the no EV aggregation.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, an optimal strategy for bidding into the ancillary services market and charging batteries was introduced for two options: an EV aggregator and dedicated energy storage units. The selection of the optimal strategy for both options was based on the maximum operational profits that could be achieved. The formulation of the operational optimization problem and corresponding constraints is very important for the market-based evaluation of both options. The optimization problem for each option was solved and the charging profiles of both cases were discussed and compared. The operational profit results showed that when comparing the two options and assuming that both options have the same battery energy and power capacities, the use of dedicated energy storage units for bidding in the ancillary services market is more profitable than the case of operating an EV aggregator. The operational profit results of both options also showed a difference between the expected and actual profits for each option that resulted from the uncertainties of energy and ancillary service prices and deployment signals. This indicates the importance of taking the uncertainties into consideration while solving the optimization problem. Moreover, results showed that the best option to provide ancillary services is a dedicated energy storage unit as it is the most profitable option. It is clear that a comparison should include the planning aspects for both options to help determine the most feasible option for a fixed investment cost. Such work will be discussed in a future paper.
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Abbreviations

\( i, t, d, w, y \) \hspace{1cm} Indices for EV, hour, day, week and year numbers

SOCI \hspace{1cm} Battery’s initial state of charge

SOC \hspace{1cm} State of charge

Trip \hspace{1cm} Accumulated energy needed for scheduled trips

POP \hspace{1cm} Preferred operating point

MP, MC \hspace{1cm} Maximum power (kW) and energy ratings (kWh)

YD, YU \hspace{1cm} Maximum/minimum additional power draw of EV

time \hspace{1cm} Operational daily time span in hours.

\( YR \) \hspace{1cm} Reduction in power available for spinning reserves

\( \rho \) \hspace{1cm} Energy discharged due to discharge efficiency

\( EI \) \hspace{1cm} Expected value

\( T_1, T_2 \) \hspace{1cm} Energy needed for scheduled morning/evening trip

FP \hspace{1cm} Final power draw

\( FP^- \) \hspace{1cm} A conservative estimation of the final power draw

\( Av \) \hspace{1cm} EV availability; 1 if EV is available, 0 otherwise

CR \hspace{1cm} Charge remaining to be supplied to an EV

EvPer \hspace{1cm} Expected % of EVs remaining to perform V2G

NY, NW \hspace{1cm} Number of years and number of weeks

Dep \hspace{1cm} Probability that an EV departs unexpectedly

\( k_w \) \hspace{1cm} Weighting factor of week \( w \)

A_Dep \hspace{1cm} Accumulated probability of unexpected departure

\( Y_P \) \hspace{1cm} The operational profit of one year

MTrip, ETrip \hspace{1cm} Scheduled morning and evening trip times

Inv_C \hspace{1cm} Investment cost

ln, C \hspace{1cm} Expected daily income and cost

M_C \hspace{1cm} Smart meter cost for each EV

\( p \) \hspace{1cm} Energy price

Com_C \hspace{1cm} Communications cost for each EV

PD, PU, PR \hspace{1cm} Forecasted price of regulation down, regulation up and responsive reserve.

Bi_C \hspace{1cm} Retrofit cost to support bidirectional V2G

RD, RI, RR \hspace{1cm} Aggregator’s capacity of regulation down, regulation up, and responsive reserve

\( T_P \) \hspace{1cm} Project’s total profit

\( \beta \) \hspace{1cm} Energy tariff charged to the customer

\( \text{Dis}_r \) \hspace{1cm} Discount rate

ExD, ExU, ExR \hspace{1cm} Expected percentage of dispatched regulation down, regulation up, and responsive reserve

\( P_P \) \hspace{1cm} Percentage of participating EVs in aggregation

\( D_e \) \hspace{1cm} An epigraph variable to model battery degradation

\( T_{EV} \) \hspace{1cm} Total available EVs in the targeted region

DC \hspace{1cm} Discharging cost

\( P_{EV} \) \hspace{1cm} Number of participating EVs in aggregation

BatC \hspace{1cm} The battery replacement cost

NEV \hspace{1cm} Number of EVs usage profiles

\( Ef \) \hspace{1cm} Battery charging/discharging efficiency

Ch_C \hspace{1cm} Battery charger cost ($/kW)

Comp \hspace{1cm} Compensation factor for unplanned departures.

\( E_C \) \hspace{1cm} Battery energy capacity cost ($/kWh)

ISO \hspace{1cm} Independent system operator

AS \hspace{1cm} Ancillary Services
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